Identity, agency and community: reconsidering the pedagogic responsibilities of teacher education

Abstract

This article presents a model for teacher education based on an ongoing action research project at a Finnish university. This model draws on the educational theory of Dewey and the pedagogical sensibility of Bakhtin to critically consider the concepts of teacher identity and agency and to highlight the role of community in teacher development. Our aim is to propose a model that supports the development of new directions in teacher education that would better prepare teachers to face the challenges in their future work by engaging with the educational community in the present.
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A thought that, like a fish in an aquarium, knocks against the bottom and the sides and cannot swim farther or deeper. Bakhtin, 1981, p. 162

1. Introduction

This paper draws on the pedagogic sensibility of Bakhtin’s dialogic theory (e.g. 1981, 1986, 1993) and the educational theory of Dewey (e.g. 1933, 1938) to outline a new direction for teacher education today. Our concern is that teacher education tends to either limit pre-service
teacher development by over-emphasizing practice or by over-emphasizing theory. The government policy in England for post-graduate teacher training, for example, emphasizes school-based practice as the central feature of pre-service training. In contrast, Finnish educational policy requires a university-based Master’s degree for all teachers (Sahlberg, 2011; FNBE, 2011) with emphasis on theoretical knowledge. The different orientations of these two systems are further reiterated by a comparison of policy documentation with standards of achievement on the one hand (e.g. DfE, 2013) and the values and principles of education on the other (e.g. FNBE, 2011). This paper does not intend to further pursue a comparison between these two systems, but to use these examples to highlight how pre-service teachers participate in different ways in different teacher education contexts.

The key issues that we would like to highlight with regard to existing models of teacher education focus on the forms of participation offered in teacher education and the relationship between theory and practice. In the current climate of educational reform, considerations about standards (DfE, 2013) and individual development (cf. Beauchamp and Thomas, 2009) draw attention away from the role of the educational community and forms of participation within the community. In recent years attempts have been made to address issues of teacher development with a significant amount of attention being paid to identity and agency work. Whilst identity and agency work recognise the important dimensions of who and how in education, the further dimensions of with whom and why are often absent. In our understanding, being in the world inevitably involves an ongoing interaction between the individual and the environment, however, this is a mutual relationship neither dependent on the individual nor environment alone (Dewey, 1933; Bakhtin, 1993).
In this paper we outline one way in which educational theory and practice can be brought together in teacher education to address the concerns of not only who and how, but also with whom and why. Following a brief review of different ways in which identity and agency have been viewed in educational research, we bring the notion of community into the discussion to suggest a more complex conceptualisation of teacher education. Our model for pre-service teacher development is then introduced along with a practical illustration of this model in use. It should be noted at this point that we are not suggesting that this model is generalisable to all contexts. In a more Deweyan spirit we hope that “the more we can share in the experiences of others, the more resources we will have for dealing with our problems, and hence the more intelligent our collective problem solving will [hopefully] be” (Biesta and Burbules, 2003, p.70).

1.2 Here and now in teacher education

The pedagogical sensibility of Bakhtin’s dialogic theory largely comes from his moral philosophy on what it means to be an individual in relation to other. For Bakhtin, each individual occupies a unique place in space and time meaning that each individual has a unique contribution to the open-ended project of life together (Bakhtin, 1993; Emerson, 1996). This standpoint emphasises the responsibility we each have to make our contribution and that alone we are incomplete, in other words we need to engage with others to gain a broader understanding of the world (Emerson, 1996). Bakhtin’s moral philosophy, in our view, complements Dewey’s transactional view in which the relationship between each individual and the environment is reciprocal and active: I act upon the world as the world acts upon me and we are both changed in the process. For Dewey “experience is … the very way in which living organisms are connected
with reality” (Biesta and Burbules, 2003, p.28) and it is through experience that the world can be gradually understood.

Both Dewey and Bakhtin view individuals and development through engagement with other, whether the wider environment or other individuals. Neither philosopher took it for granted, however, that authentic or beneficial engagement was automatic. For Bakhtin, each individual has to choose whether to submit to external authorities and to “pretend” to exist (Bakhtin, 1986; Emerson, 1996) or to take up personal responsibility. For Dewey, each individual is anyway in the world and although thinking is natural, it is not necessarily intelligent. It is the privilege of education to help individuals to go beyond habitually being in the world to intelligently thinking and acting in the world. The word “intelligent” highlights the Deweyan principle to critically consider different options before acting, to imaginatively and deliberatively consider the purposes and possible consequences of different actions (Dewey, 1922; Biesta and Burbules, 2003). From this perspective, through intelligent thought, contemporaneous action and reflection appropriate predispositions to act are formed and understanding of the world develops.

Whilst on paper this account seems relatively straightforward, Dewey offers no guarantees that knowledge gained through intelligent participation is the final “truth”. Rather than seek a final answer, however, Dewey appears to be more interested in the integrity of the process and the verification of understanding. “Intelligent thoughts” are worth little if they do not work in the world, on the other hand action without thought is all the more likely to sustain habitual rather than improved being in the world. The critical implications of these perspectives for teacher education are addressed throughout the paper.
1.3 Identity and agency in teacher development

Contemporary educational research suggests that teachers use their understanding of self to make sense of their environment (Coldron and Smith, 1999). Professional identities are recognized to be teachers’ understanding of themselves as professionals (Eteläpelto and Vähäsantanen, 2008), including personal and institutional aspects of being a teacher (Beijaard, Meijer and Verloop, 2004). As teachers face increasing instability of environments due to educational diversity, educational reforms (Ketelaar et al., 2012) innovations and transitions (Czerniawski, 2011), this instability is similarly mirrored in the instability of professional identities. Although environmental change can positively enrich teacher identities and pedagogic repertoires (e.g. Guskey, 2002), the possibility also exists that change can reduce both teacher identities and pedagogic repertoires (Moate, 2011a). Novice teachers in particular can face profound identity crises when transitioning from pre-service to in-service contexts (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013; Thomas and Beauchamp, 2011; Hong, 2010).

One response to this crisis has been to focus on notions of personal and professional identity. Emphasis has increasingly been placed on teachers’ ability to reflect on previously held beliefs and to develop their professional selves in different contexts (Eteläpelto and Vähäsantanen, 2008; Beijaard et al., 2004) with discontinuous self-experiences unified in one teacher story through constant inner negotiation (Akkerman and Meijer, 2011). A number of practical methods have been introduced in pre-service education to support identity reflection and the formation of a more thorough understanding of self. These methods include the guided use of action research (Freese, 2006), the sharing of teachers’ autobiographical stories (Le Fevre, 2011) and the use of metaphors (Thomas and Beauchamp, 2011). Despite these innovations,
teacher education still does not appear to provide adequate support for identity development (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013).

As with the notion of identity, agency has been the subject of wider interest in teacher development and teacher education (Biesta and Tedder, 2007; Eteläpelto, et al., 2013). Agency is recognised as teachers’ ability to enact pedagogical convictions and understanding of what is educationally beneficial. Moreover, the notion of teacher agency highlights the complexity of education and the required sensitivity of educators. Complex classroom situations can rarely be resolved by applying methodological guidelines or theoretical generalizations. Individual pupils are always more than a particular type of learner and each individual comes with a unique story (van Manen, 1991; Gutierrez and Rogoff, 2003). A significant dilemma facing teacher education, however, is how to support prospective teachers to act as educators in the present in order to be educators in the future (Lipponen and Kumpulainen, 2011; Heikkinen, Tynjälä and Kiviniemi, 2011).

It is perhaps because of this dilemma that some models of teacher education tend to train teachers to deliver the curriculum and to plan lessons, rather than to deal with complex classroom situations (e.g. Edwards and D’Arcy, 2004). If student teachers are misled to believe that education is technical and that this belief is reinforced with a sense of accountability (Raiker and Rautiainen, 2014), we question whether the pedagogical sensitivity and intelligent thought required of educators is developed. The situation in Finland is somewhat different with different theoretical conceptualisations and considerations of education introduced from the outset. Ironically in our context it is the teacher practice school that is more problematic.
University practice schools were initially established along Deweyan lines to provide a school in which student teachers could authentically engage with the practical side of education providing a context for the enactment and critical reflection on educational theory. Currently the university school in our context comprises grades 1-12 and approximately 1000 pupils and on an annual basis 900 student teachers complete practices there. As few field schools participate in teacher education and the practice school receives government funding to fulfil its function, it is perhaps unsurprising that the practice school differs from other schools in Finland. The practice school is, for example, better resourced than other schools and enjoys the reputation of being a good school. Nevertheless, the participation of student teachers is limited in significant ways. The practice school pupils, for example, are relatively expert at working with novice teachers and the class or subject teacher is always present. The flux of teachers means that textbooks mediate pedagogic and social actions to maintain continuity between teachers. It can perhaps be suggested that the school community is so well-prepared for working with pre-service teachers that the student teachers do not actually participate as educators. Indeed, with so many student teachers completing practices within the school it is difficult to see how else the system could work, but ironically it is the efficiency of the system which arguably undermines the purpose of the school. As a result, practice periods can all too easily become periods of apprenticeship into the existing culture of the practice school, rather than an opportunity to critically practice theoretical understanding. Within the Finnish context, it is therefore perhaps possible to say that whilst teacher education strives to encourage intelligent thought the separation from authentic practice is most disconcerting.

In both of the scenarios outlined above, student teachers appear to knock against glass walls within teacher education. If practice is overly- and authoritatively prioritised student
teachers may not even swim in the richer waters of educational theory preventing them from “seeing familiar objects in a new light and thus opening new vistas in experience” (Dewey, 1933, p.278). On the other hand, if students are encouraged to “intelligently think” yet lack the freedom to act, the development of their disposition as educators may be severely curtailed. Within our context attempts are being made to create greater space in teacher education for inquiry-based education (Lipponen and Kumpulainen, 2011) with student teachers encouraged to pursue different educational phenomena. If, however, understanding is not freely verified in practice, the thought of student teachers merely “knocks against the bottom and the sides and cannot swim farther or deeper”.

The argument that we are beginning to make here is that teacher identity and agency can only develop if pre-service teachers are given the opportunity to authentically participate as teachers which means having a degree of autonomy and responsibility for others in addition to self (Ruohotie-Lyhty and Moate, 2014). Our concern is that despite efforts to support teacher reflection in pre-service contexts the restrictive environment prevents not only teacher identity development but also the development of understanding. Research within teacher education has similarly found that structural guidelines, such as accountability and grading, foster particular stances suggesting that pre-service teachers’ identity and agency are rooted in responses to immediate authority (Mäensivu, Nikkola and Moilanen, 2013; Raiker and Rautianen, 2014). If this is the case, the opportunities for pre-service teachers to think and act intelligently in the context of teacher education are, therefore, of the utmost importance. For Dewey, being and doing are so profoundly interlinked that it is only through action and experience that understanding can develop.
1.4 Bringing community to the fore

The concerns we have raised here rather starkly point to the role of the community in teacher education. The surrounding community is important as the “control of individual actions is effected by the whole situation in which individuals are involved, in which they share and of which they are co-operative or interacting parts” (Dewey, 1938, p. 53). Furthermore, “the limitation … put upon outward action … put a great restriction upon intellectual and moral freedom” (Dewey, 1938, p. 61). This raises the question of how the community of teacher education engages with and invites the participation of student teachers: are prospective teachers given the opportunity to deliberate yet not allowed to act? Are prospective teachers required to act without the opportunity to deliberate? Dewey goes on to say that,

> Community life does not organize itself in an enduring way purely spontaneously. It requires thought and planning ahead. The educator is responsible for a knowledge of individuals and for a knowledge of subject-matter that will enable activities to be selected which lend themselves to social organization, an organization in which all individuals have an opportunity to contribute something, and in which the activities in which all participate are the chief carrier of control. (1938, p.56)

This depiction of community life highlights the responsibility of teacher education to provide a community environment that supports the building of multiple bridges with and between individuals, different educational communities, educational theory and practice within the present and for the future.

Arguably the way in which we know and the way in which we come to know have significant implications for the way in which we live (Palmer, 1987). Furthermore, those with whom we come to know carry a significant degree of responsibility for how we come to live and this is why we have to consider what kind of community offers necessary encounters for teacher
development. Students introduced to sociological problems through figures and generalized abstractions struggle to understand the lived experience of a child from a difficult background and fail to recognize that they share the responsibility for shaping the world we share. In Palmer’s words, “epistemology tends to become an ethic and that every way of knowing tends to become a way of living…the relation established between the knower and the known, between the student and the subject tends to become the relation of the living person to the world itself…every model of knowing contains its own moral trajectory, its own ethical direction and outcomes” (Palmer, 1987). Palmer’s conclusion is that current ways of knowing in higher education all too easily educate students out of the world, rather than into it. We doubt that the university context isolated from the wider world can provide the necessary encounters that allow for authentic deliberation, action and reflection. It is at this point that we would like to introduce our model for teacher education.

2. A theoretical model for teacher education

On the basis of the theoretical review presented above, our model for teacher education builds on our understanding of Dewey’s theory of learning and Bakhtin’s pedagogic sensibility. The ongoing relationship between thinking and acting is central in this model, a relationship that we suggest should come to the fore when designing a teacher education community.

Figure 1. A teacher education model based on Dewey’s theory of education

Having introduced the key concepts that form the basis of our teaching philosophy we now focus on the practical initiatives we have taken in the implementation and development of this
model. To provide the context for these examples we describe Finnish teacher education in a little more detail and the specific teacher education programme within which our initiative takes place.

2.2 Finnish teacher education as a space for research based innovations

The Finnish educational sector has a number of special features. These features include the absence of a private educational sector and the high level of autonomy enjoyed by individual teachers. This is partly based on the requirement of a Master’s degree to qualify as a teacher and the esteem in which the Finnish teaching profession is regarded (Sahlberg, 2011). Teacher autonomy is possibly greater in higher education as teacher educators, for example, are expected not only to teach but to also research their own practices and significant freedom is given for research-based innovations. Finnish teacher education strives to build on problem- and research-based approaches to education. At the University of Jyväskylä these tendencies are currently taken further with the emphasis on phenomenon-based curriculum and working practices. The core idea of this development is to identify with students the core phenomena in education and to elaborate on these themes through critical inquiry. This development hopes to get overcome the compartmentalisation of knowledge-building and instead using one phenomenon as a doorway into various questions about and dimensions of education. These current developments frame the initiatives introduced in this article. Our model corresponds with the bigger process of change at our university as well as building on our previous research on teacher development (Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2013; Moate, 2011b; Ruohotie-Lyhty and Moate, 2014). The particular context for our model, however, is the JULIET programme introduced below.

2.3 JULIET as a teacher education programme and as a research project
The Jyväskylä University Language Innovation and Educational Theory –programme (JULIET) is one line of class teacher education offered by the Department of Teacher Education. The JULIET programme annually accepts 12 class teacher students wishing to specialize in English teaching in addition to their class teacher qualification. This programme continues over a period of five years and offers early foreign language pedagogy courses as well as language development courses integrated with basic and advanced courses in education. JULIET was established as a teaching programme in 1995, transforming into an explicit action research project in 2013. This transformation required the JULIET staff to take up the Deweyan challenge of intelligent deliberation, action and reflection as teacher educators and to share our “warranted assertions” with the wider community of teacher education.

3. Conceptualising education through experience: the phenomenon of diversity

To concretize our approach the following section of the paper outlines the way in which one of the integrated themes in the first year class teacher programme has been engaged with in the JULIET programme. In a globalized world teachers’ cultural sensitivity and ability to encounter and discuss difference are of great importance. For this reason, diversity is one of the integrated themes of teacher education at the University of Jyväskylä. Through the presentation of this example, we hope to highlight how the concepts of identity, agency and community are enacted through concrete working methods planned in cooperation with the student teachers.

3.3.1 An academic approach to diversity in society

The phenomenon of diversity was most explicitly dealt with in the 5ects Sociology of Education course. As part of this course the student teachers read several articles working with the theme
within a sociological context and discussed the most important questions in small groups in which the teacher educator was partly present. The students were involved in selecting the texts that were read and for the course assignment the student teachers independently chose a topic related to multicultural education. Using the themes addressed in the readings, as well as seeking for additional literature, the course participants wrote an argumentative essay on the topic. This assignment was read by the teachers and students were given individual written feedback on their writing.

In this context, identity development is linked to student teachers’ possibilities to critically consider their previously held beliefs about diversity and to form understanding about the responsibility of a teacher as a multicultural educator. The agency of the students can be seen in the selection of readings and in their freedom to choose and develop an argumentative text from their own standpoint. This rather typical way of approaching a theme within teacher education, however, did not fully correspond with our understanding of how student teachers could profoundly consider their identity through agentic action in community in relation to diversity. We therefore sought other opportunities to act in our surroundings that could potentially take place alongside this more theoretical activity: to offer the students the opportunity to intelligently think about the questions related to multiculturalism and diversity and to verify their ideas through community interactions during the first year of their studies.

3.3.2 Initiative 1: Meeting immigrant adults

The Sociology of Education course began with the teacher educator suggesting the students exchange ideas with a group of people from different backgrounds. As the student teachers had little contact with immigrants in the town, the teacher educator contacted the educational services
to form a contact with the Finnish teaching groups organized by the municipality. The first meeting with the group of immigrants learning Finnish was organized towards the beginning of the sociology course to enable student teachers to discuss the ideas they had formed on the basis of the initial readings. Before the meeting the students produced questions together and these questions were sent to the Finnish group beforehand to give the immigrant participants time to look at the question with their teacher. In the actual meeting the participants divided into small groups to discuss Finnish multiculturalism and diversity experiences. The experiences of the meeting were later reflected on in a group meeting as well as in the learning journals of the students.

Later in the semester, the student teachers wanted to organize another meeting with the same group of immigrants. This meeting was organized as part of the Educational Psychology course. In this meeting the immigrants and teacher students shared their significant life experiences in the form of photos and stories. Extracts from the students’ learning journals are included below to give a sense of the way in which the students responded to these encounters.

*This was our second meeting with immigrants, and I enjoyed as much as last time. Actually, I saw the chance to work with immigrants even more valuable now – after writing my argumentative essay during the course of sociology. Usually there are hardly any opportunities to encounter students with ethnic background in teacher education, which leads to lack of multicultural professionalism of teachers. (From a student’s learning journal)*

*It seemed to be pretty important for immigrants that we could follow their stories even though their Finnish was sometimes difficult to understand. By asking questions and making short “summaries” of their stories discussion flowed nicely forward. I still had to remind myself to talk clearly – without too many dialectal words- so that immigrants could understand what I am trying to say. Furthermore, body language became a handy way to express myself. Indeed, I consider body language to be important tool in every classroom since there are students with various learning styles. (From a student’s learning journal)*

These meetings provided student teachers with the opportunity for self-development through conscious reflection on others. Furthermore, we hope that these encounters provide the student teachers with the possibility of developing their understanding and multicultural identities.
contemporaneously going beyond theoretical conceptualisations that anticipate possible future
encounters.

3.3.3 Initiative 2: Diversity in photos – project and discussions with American student teachers

To link the student teachers reading with their own current context, student teachers were asked
to look for diversity in their own environment and to photograph these representations in order to
share them in Facebook with another student group. Having agreed on this plan, the teacher
educator and student participants decided to contact other universities to seek for a partner group
for this activity. A group of student teachers in America was willing to join this activity and a
Finnish student created a closed group in Facebook in which the American and Finnish photos
were shared and commented on by the course participants. The commenting in Facebook was
followed by a Skype discussion organized in small groups with Finnish and American student
participants. As the American and Finnish contexts were different, the photos also presented
different manifestations of the phenomenon.

I think also the term culture (for example in multiculturalism) is very interesting. On our lesson today,
initially most of us connected it with countries and nationalities. After bringing up religion to the
discussion, it became clear that cultures can be so much more. Isn’t for example Braille language part of
the sight impaired peoples culture and so on? I wonder where the thought that cultures should be related to
nationalities and so on actually stems from. (A student’s comment in the Facebook group)

We had a nice talk about differences about recess time in Finland and in USA. I had never thought how
beneficial the recess could be before they told us about the ADHD problems they were having. After all it is
common sense that the students can pay attention far better if they can spend their energy in recess and
have a little break for brains too. (From a student’s learning journal after the Skype meeting with the
American students)

In this initiative, the main goal was to become sensitive to diversity in the habitual environment
through photography and by gaining a new perspective through the eyes of an outsider (Bakhtin,
1986). As with the earlier initiative, this activity offered the student participants the opportunity
to develop broader understandings through contemporaneous engagement with others.
3.3.4 Initiative 3: Teaching groups of English speaking pupils

During the spring semester the student teachers were also offered the opportunity to voluntarily participate in the teaching of primary pupils that had English as a mother tongue although they lived in Finland. The city of Jyväskylä offers children with a mother tongue other than Finnish a 90 minute lesson on a weekly basis outside of the main school timetable. These classes aim to support the children’s language skills and cultural identity. All the students volunteered to participate and actively developed a range of activities to use with the children. Taking responsibility for these children provided the students with the opportunity to engage in teaching and to be proactive in a multicultural community.

*Mother tongue classes have offered us a great opportunity to try out theories and methods in real setting! (…) Children are challenging to work with since you can’t be sure how they react or act. Experience among various groups helps. (From a student’s reflective essay at the end of the semester)*

This initiative positioned the student teachers differently when compared with the previous examples in which encounters were related to a specific phenomenon. When engaging to teach these children, the student teachers were not just responsible for themselves but they were invited to voluntarily take responsibility for other people. Instead of designing with the teacher educator encounters that could enable their learning, they were invited to think what they had to offer to other people.

3.5 Identity, agency and community

By sharing these initiatives, we hoped to illustrate how our model developed for teacher education has supported our practical actions and reflections on both the theory and practice of our work as teacher educators. In our opinion the development of student teachers’ identity and agency as multicultural educators can only begin in a community with real opportunities for practical and theoretical engagement with the phenomenon coupled with genuine participation
within the community. As we have critically reflected on these educational initiatives we have seen the importance of the community and the reciprocal relationship between the students and their environment in a new light.

These initiatives highlight the way in which intelligent thinking and the process of verification of thought requires a wider community. In our experience the development of student teachers as multicultural educators cannot take place within the “aquarium” of the university context alone. In this case, the meetings with the immigrant adults and English-speaking children as well with groups of international teacher students were crucial for the student teachers’ development process strengthening connections between who they are (identity), what they do and can do (agency) and with whom they are (community). Social media provided the possibility to create communities of sharing and practice that were not limited to immediate surroundings or directly controlled by teacher educators. In this kind of learning process, the student teachers relationship with their educators and other people is of great importance. When student teachers were sharing their experiences and life narratives with the immigrants and teaching the children in the English classes, they had the possibility to act as responsible actors instead of being only accountable to their educators. We see this voluntary engagement as a precondition for all deeply meaningful learning processes.

4. Discussion

In this article we have presented a model of teacher education that is part of a larger curriculum change in a Finnish university. This model is based on reconsideration of the central concepts of identity and agency in the light of Bakhtinian and Deweyan thought. Building on these foundations we have attempted to highlight possibilities for contemporaneous identity and
agency development within teacher education. Through our engagement with educational theory and practice, we recognise and would like to stress the need for greater acknowledgement of the role community plays in teacher education. Instead of building our teacher education practices on competence standards or considerations on important contents in an attempt to predetermine what kind of teachers our students should become, we want to invite them to engage them with the “why” questions of education. For us, the crucial question is, in which kind of communities student teachers can both intelligently think about their previously held beliefs and at the same time experientially test these models in practice. In our opinion this requires opening teacher education towards the world beyond the university context without forfeiting our responsibilities as teacher educators. With the help of the existing communication media, experiential learning possibilities do not have to be limited to immediate surroundings nor to the conventional “aquarium” of an academic classroom, but student participation and community formation can take previously impossible forms.

Previous studies on teacher development, suggest that agency within a community offers different kind of options for professional learning as well as explaining differences in teacher contentment (Kelchtermans and Ballet, 2002; Ruohotie-Lyhty, 2009). This implies that teacher education should also reconsider the notion and extensiveness of community, and the forms of participation provided by the community. Although participation in the community learning processes remains voluntary, the duty of educators relies on the opportunities that the certain community offers for proactive participation. By this we mean a form of participation that is not only a response to somebody else’s initiatives, but a genuine recognition of personal responsibility in the world (Emerson, 1996; Ruohotie-Lyhty and Moate, 2014). We believe that this kind of agency can only take place when groups of students are given the opportunity to
engage in planning processes, that is in the “intelligent thought” of teacher education. Critical decisions on important themes and working methods cannot, therefore, be made by teacher educators alone, but need to be taken together with the student teachers. Teacher education can also provide and encourage possibilities for voluntary engagement with the world. When offering our students with the possibility to participate into a voluntary teaching practice with multicultural students, we were surprised by the students’ eagerness to take this proactive step. This clearly contrasts with our experiences of student teacher lack of responsibility within mandatory courses where they are accountable mostly to their teacher educator (Mäensivu, et al., 2013).

The approach described in this article also demands a change in the teacher educator role. Instead of a specialist, the one who knows better, the teacher educator becomes a community builder recognising the responsibilities of teacher educator without filling the space or predefining the whole space to be occupied by student participants (Lipponen and Kumpulainen, 2011). This kind of role necessitates openness towards opportunities that are offered by the immediate surrounding and also sensitivity towards student teachers’ community building initiatives. As teacher educators we also acknowledge that it is our responsibility to continue to seek an intelligent, deliberating approach for teacher education. As part of this quest we have presented here a model based on our previous research and existing theories that we are currently living and testing. The data that we are gathering through these activities can help us to critically reflect on our role as teacher educators. We consider this important for the further development of our work and in maintaining an on-going conversation with the wider community, although we do not anticipate a final solution.
Furthermore, we are beginning to recognise that careful deliberation around what we are offering our student teachers, why and how – as well as looking around to see with whom we are working has also helped us to start to see the student teachers in a new light. We wonder whether in the near future we will begin to refer to our student teachers as contributors in the wider discussion around education, rather than participants in teacher education. This resonates with the openness to research based initiatives in Finnish teacher education although perhaps uncomfortably challenges the conventional university practice in Finland. Although this model or our practical methods are not directly applicable to other teacher education contexts, we believe that they can offer an important opportunity to review and to reflect on teacher education beyond our context as well.
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